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ABSTRACT
Given a function f(p p, ) of the scalar product of two timelike, light­
like or spacelike four-vectors it can be expanded in terms of the products 
Y°(p ) of spherical functions on the (Pa)2 and (p^)2 hyperboloids.
P P
Simple formulas for the evaluation of the expansion coefficients are derived. 
Six types of expansions exist according to whether pa or p^ are timelike, 
lightlike or spacelike four-vectors.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Функция f(p P^) от скалярного произведения двух времени-, свето- или 
пространствоподобных 4-векторов разложима по произведениям Y^(pa )*Y°(р^ )
2 2 Р Э Рсферических функций на гиперболоидах (Ра) и (р^). Выведены простые формулы 
для вычисления коэффициентов разложения.Имеется шесть типов разложений, со­
ответствующих времени, свето- или простанственному характеру 4-векторов рэ
KIVONAT
Két időszerű, fényszerü vagy térszerü vektor skalárszorzatának f(pap, ) 
függvénye kifejthető a (pa)2 Ш .  (p, ) ^  hiperboloidon értelmezett gömbfügg­
vények Y^(pa)*Y®(p^) alakú szorzata szerint. Egyszerű formulákat adunk a
kifejezési együtthatók kiszámítására. Hatféle kifejtés létezik aszerint, hogy 
pa és pb időszerű, fényszerü, vagy térszerü vektor.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper [1] a complete set of orthonormal functions on the 
timelike and spacelike hyperboloids as well as on the light cone have been 
derived. The homogeneous spaces considered are on the surfaces u^u11 =
= (u°)2-(u1)2-(u2)2-(u3)2 = 5 (with 5 = 1,0 ,-1) and can be specified as 
follows:
+H+ : upper sheet of the double-sheeted hyperboloid,
£ = 1, u uy = 1, u° > 1,
*. u оHQ : forward light cone, £ = 0, u^u =0 ,  u >0,
H_ : single-sheeted hyperboloid, 5 = -1, u^uu = -1.
A parametrization introduced in [1] can be written in a unified form 
for all the three homogeneous spaces as
I -*■ I 2 . ■+■
+  . _  „ , Z  I - 1  +• Z
u = + V -  ' u = I ' u = I (1)
(€ = 1 ,0 ,-1)
where u+ = u° + u3, u = u°-u3, u = (u1, u2), z = (x,y). The parameter l
+ +ranges over 0<£<“ for the hyperboloid H+ and the cone Hq and over
( 1 ^ 0 ) for the hyperboloid H_. The two-dimensional vector z covers the entire
(x,y) plane in each case.
Denote the generators of spatial rotations and boosts by M and Й. The 
spherical functions on either of the above spaces satisfy then the eigen­
value equation of the Casimir operator,
(M2 - S2)Y , .2 2 0 o - 0 1)Y (2)
where jQ = 0 , a is real continuous for the spherical functions on H*, Hq 
and on H_ for the continuous part of the spectrum. There is also a discrete 
spectrum on H_ for which o=0, jQ=integer.
The basis is defined by the eigenvalue equation of the horospheric 
momenta
(Ых + M2)Y = PjY , (N2
which hold for all the three values of £.
M ^ Y  = p 2y (3)
2The simultaneous eigenfunctions of Eqs. (2) and (3) derived in [1] are as 
follows;
A.1. Double-sheeted hyperboloid (H+ , C=l, jo=0)
ya Uf$) = ,Kia(P O ( l_ e-i?z
(4)
(o<a<»>)
where K. is the third kind modified Bessel function [2], Pla ---
2. Light cone (HQ , ?=0, jo=0)
’ 2 y ,  P = /(Рх)2 +
LJ- 0 II о
p-ia 1'°(«.,z) = P SL1
ia/ir (2? 0
(-oo<(j <oo),
3. Single-sheeted hyperboloid (H_, E, = -1)
<P1'P2}'
(5)
a. Discrete spectrum (a = 0, j = integer)
Y  °U,Z) = i n / T Í r U | J „ ( P i )  en 1 1 n
,1 _-i5z,
' 2 n
(n — j q — +1 1 12 t • • •)
(6)
where J is the Bessel function, n
b. Continuous spectrum (jo=0, a continuous)
Y > * z )  = 7 = = l * l J ieo<p l*l><i7 e_iPZ)P /ashira
(7)
where e = sg(i.) = +1 and J. is the Bessel function. ^ — iea
The functions given by Eqs. (4) and (5) form a complete set of functions
t ton H+ and on HQ . For a complete set on the single-sheeted hyperboloid H_' 
both the spherical functions of the discrete (6) and the continuous spectra 
(7) are needed.
The aim of the present paper is to give formulas for the expansion of a 
sufficiently well behaved function f(u u. ) of the scalar product of twg four-cl ID
vectors in terms of spherical functions of Y°(u ) and Y^(u, ). Let e.g.2 2 p a p D(u ) =1, (u, ) =1 be two timelike vectors. Then an expansion of this kind
a.  D
looks like
f(ua V  = a <a> V ua > * y ub> , (8)
3where the coefficient a(a) is determined by
a а (a)
' \
dw shwsin(aw)f (chw)
(9)
(chw = (u u,)>l, “00<to<00) •3 D —
The expansion (8) is conveniently presented in the form of the addition 
theorem
d2P Y°(uJ* Y°(u, )
? a ? b— 00
1 sin ( POJ )
2 shwit a
(10)
and a subsequent expansion in terms of 1 sin(ом)2 shwIT о
as is given by
f(chw) a (a) sin(aw) shw (ID
This is a sine Fourier expansion whose inverse is given by Eq. (9).
A kind of addition theorem has been derived in [1]. By addition theorem 
in the present context the one given by Eq. (10) and by its counterparts for 
spacelike and lightlike vectors are meant. Analogous theorems in other, e.g. 
in angular momentum basis, can be found in literature, cf. [3], [4].
Due to the presence of the continuous spectrum a proper mathematical 
framework for treating the spherical functions is the theory of rigged Hilbert 
spaces. Its application to the present problem as well as the derivation and 
rigorous meaning of the addition theorems are outlined in the Appendix. It is 
recommended especially for understanding of the addition theorems where light­
like vectors are involved. In the next section addition theorems analogous 
to the one considered above are given for u , u, timelike, lightlike and 
spacelike, which amounts to six cases.
2. ADDITION THEOREMS 
1. Timelike-timelike case
Let (ua)2 = 1, (u^)2 = 1 , (иа>иьбн|) be two timelike vectors. The 
spherical functions corresponding to them are given by Eq. (4). Consider now 
the integral
Ia d2? Ya (u )*
? а
Ya (u,) * b' (12)
and denote the parameters of u and u, by l , z and l , ,  z, as is given by 
Eq. (1) with 5=1. The integration can be performed in polar coordinates either 
directly or by noticing that 1° is a Lorentz invariant quantity thus depend-
4ing on the scalar product (uaub) only in which case it can be evaluated in
the frame ua = (1,0 ,0 ,0 ), ub = (u^,0 ,0 ,u^) which corresponds to the values of
•> ->■
the coordinates, fca=l, za”°; 0<^b<0°' zb=°*
The result is in any case
d2P Y°(u )* Y®(u ) = ~  --- 4-hT T  (13)
5 a ? b n 2 0 shu
with
chu, = (uaub) = 2—
a b
r 2 2 ,"Ь . 2 -[ I  +  l .  + (z -z, ) a b a b 1. (14)
To obtain the expansion of a function f (u u, ) in terms of spherical functionsa d
expand shwf(choj) in Fourier integral,
shoif (choi)
CO
adcr a(a)sin(oa))
— 00
(15)
As asin(ош) is an even function of о only the even part of a(a) contri­
butes which means that a(a) can be supposed to be an even function, i.e.
shof(chw) a(a)sin(aoj) . (16)
This can be easily reversed,
oo
aa(o) = it deu shtosin(aw) f (cho) .
CO
(17)
Substituting (13) into (16) one gets the expansion (8),
f(uaub> =
2 ,a da d2? а (a) Y°(u )* Y®(u.) . (18)
? а ? Ь
2. Timelike-lightlike case
Let u2=l, k2=0 (uGH*,k6H*) then the addition theorem is
d2? y°(k)*Y°(u) = ---- Ц -  M i l  r ( i a )  (ku)-1"10 (19)
5 ? 2tt2 / lra
where the scalar product is expressed through the coordinates of u=u(£,z), 
k = k U o ,zo) as
w = (ku) = 2TF"[i2 + (z-zq )2] > 0 .
The expansion of f(ku) in terms of (19) is a Mellin transformation,
*
5f (w)
which has the inverse
2тт"
a2 do /shiro-, .  s , , -1-io ---- Г (in)a(o)w
a2 , \ a (a) = n 1/shit а Г ( ia) dw w'*"af (w) . 
о
(20)
(21)
3. Timelike-spacelike case
2 2Let now u =1, q =-l (u£H^, q€H_) then the addition theorem reads
d2P Y®(u )*Y!(4)
P P 2 t\ 2 I a
— i с CO
choo (22)
with
(t3u) = sh“ = 21717
3.  D
„2 2 .-*■ > ,2 
l  -S.,+(z -z, ) а b a b (-<’°<M<°°)
where the coordinates of u and q are u=u(si ,z ), q=q(H. ,z,). The expansion
a.  cl  * D  D
of f(qu) in terms of (22) is again a Fourier expansion
f (she) = — -  
2 tt
da 4 4  ®a cha> (23)
with the inversion formula
a (a )• = ír I о j dm ch(i)f(shto)e (24)
4. Lightlike-lightlike case
Let (k )2=0, (k, )2=0 be two lightlike vectors ( k k ,  €H*)• The present
3 D  3  D  О
and the next addition theorems differ from the previous ones in their form, as 
the label is extended to complex values. The Appendix provides some insight 
into this problem.
It has been shown in [1] that for real values of 0 y°(k) satisfies 
orthogonality and completeness relations. These can be generalized as follows
d2z ~  y ~ l '  U,z) y°(A,z) = i7 6 (01'-a1)62 (P'-?) (25)
2i7 -5' ? а г 1 l
°°+io.
-oo+ia.
a2dod2P у ° ( £ ' z ') y® ( £ ' z) - 2 1 2 5 ( i  ' - l ) 6 2 (z '-z) . (26)
(a = a^+Í0 2 / 0 ,= o^+Í0 2 )
6For real values of a у 0 ( к ) * = у °(k), i.e. these equations reproduce the 
usual orthogonality ancl completeness relations.
The addition theorem is given in the form
d25 y°(ka)y°^(kb ) = M_(k,k,j“1+laо a b (27)
with (-l<Imo<~|)
_ г"1"10 r(l-ia)
a — ~ 2 2  Г (ia) *it a
The scalar product is expressed through the coordinates simply as
(k k, ) =
. -*■ -*■ ч 2
za_zb
va b 2 i  A,a b
Expand f(k k.) in terms of (27), a d
°°+ia.
f (kakb> = do M a (a) (k k, ) a at)
-1+io
°+ia.
(28)
This can be reversed as
M^a (а) = -jjj- I dw f(w)w io (a=o1+ia2 , -l<a2<-j)
5. Lightlike-spacelike case
2 2 ♦Let к =0 be a lightlike and q =-l a spacelike vector (k6H^, qOH_) . Add
a positive imaginary part to a, i.e. 0=0^+102 then the following addition
theorems hold in the strip 0<а2<1
d P У °(k)Y°<q> = N (kq)"]
-P P
(29)
d2P у "(kY °(q) = Na (kq)_-1-io (30)
(0 <lma<l)
where
= 2it/irashira' r(l-ia)
(kq)M if (kq) > О 
О if (kq) < О
and (kq)^ = <
7<kq)ü =
O if (kq)
|kq|y if (kq)
> О
< О
The scalar product is expressed in terms of к = к (Я. q = q U b' Zb)
as
(k<3> = 2Г Т Гa b
The expansion in terms of (kq) -1-io
(za-zb "£b ]-
is again a Mellin transformation
f(kq) =
“'+10, 
f
da Na[a+ (a)(kq)+1 ia + a_(a)(kq)_1 ia] (31)
-"+10,
which has the inverse
N a (a) = a + ztt dw f(+w)w10 (0<lma<l). (32)
6. Spacelike-spacelike case
As a consequence of the contribution from the supplementary series this
2 2case is somewhat more complicated than the previous ones. Let (qa) =-l,(q^) = 
=-l be two spacelike vectors with the corresponding spherical functions 
\^®(qa), yl^qj-,) °f the continuous spectrum. For these two kinds of addition 
theorems are needed one of which is conveniently stated as
d2fV °  <чь > * + Y j “<4b> * ¥  < V 1
■f ** " w  ■ -che<-1
1 ch(acp)
2 shirasincpn a
if -i< (q aq b ) =coscp<i
if (a q,) = ch0>l -a id
(33)
8and the other one as
О if (qaqb) = -chO<-l
d2p[ Y ; < v * ¥ ; ° < 4a » * Y ; c 1 cha (ir-(p) ^2 shnasincpit a -1< (qaqb)=coscp<l
1 sin(j 9)
2 sheit a i f  ( q aq b )
ch0>l
(0>O, 0<ф<тт) .
(34)
A similar relation holds for the spherical functions of the discrete spectrum,
f ,2
if (qaqbX - l
—i — -—   7---  if -l<(a q, ) = coscp<l2 1 I sincp -a ab•nr n !
i f  ( q aq b ) > l
(35)
(0<ср<тт) .
It is seen that when expanding a function f(q q. ) in terms of the above for-a d
mulas only Eq. (33)' (Eq. (34)) contributes in the range (q_q. ) <-l ((q„qu)>1)a d a d
while all the three types of functions given by Eqs. (33),(34),(35) show up 
in the range -l<(qaqb)<l.
The expansion in the first range is
f (gaqb> = f (-ehe) = do c (a) sin(aQ)she
if (q q, ) = -ch0<~l (0>O).a id
Since only the odd part of c_(o) contributes it can be supposed to be an 
odd function of a that implies the expansion of the form
f(qaqb) = f (_ch0) = - ! da C_(a) ((qaqb)<-l) (36)TT *'о
which is a sine Fourier expansion of the odd function shOf(-chG).
Similarly, in the range (q^qu)>l one qetsa D
f(qaqb) = f(ch0)=
г2 Jc
f, , . sin(a0) , ,  1 1 ,
da c+ (a) “ihe--- ((qaqb)>;L) (37)
9and in the intermediate range -l<(qaq, )<1
f (q aqb ) = f  ( coscp) = ^2  do sh7[g-si-wp t c_ (a) ch  ( aco) +c+ ( a ) cho ( n-cp) ] +
n cosncp
2tt2 “o sincp ' n2 “n v ' sincpI  d (-и тл (38)
(-K(qaqb)<l)
The expansions (36) and (37) can easily be inverted,
-с (a) = 2тг de sh0sin(a0)f(-ch0) (39)
-c+ (a) = 2ir d0 sh0sin(a0)f(ch0) . (40)
Thus the integral term along with f (coscp) becomes a known function whose 
Chebishev expansion is Eq. (38). Denoting ^7 (-)n d^ = fn+<3n (n=0,1,2, . ..) 
one gets the final form of the expansion in the intermediate range
s in (p f (coscp) = -  7  j  d0she  f ( c h 0 )  + c h e + c o s cp f ( ~c h 0 ) ]  +
GO2 г 1+ — ) (f +g ) cosncp + — (f +g )•ПГ L n  ^  n  ^  ТГ О* n=l ' n n
(41)
(0>O, 0<<p<ir)
where
f = n d0 sh0e n0 [f(chO) + (-)nf(-ch0)] (42)
gn
IT
dcp sincpcosncpf (coscp)
(n = 0 ,1,2,...) .
(43)
о
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APPENDIX
Mathematical aspects
The Hilbert space we start with is the space of square integrable func-
2tions on the hyperboloid or cone, Hb = L (H,dp), where H stands for one of 
the spaces H^, H^, H_ and dp is the invariant measure on H,
dp d2 + z .
The scalar product is defined by
(f ,g) dp f* (p)g(p) (f ,gC&) .
The operators - N^, + М2/ N2 - whose simultaneous eigenvalue equa­
tions have been solved are formally Hermitean provided suitable boundary 
conditions are imposed on the functions in their domain. Nevertheless, apart 
from the discrete spectrum, they do not have any nonzero common eigenfunc­
tions in Щ/, as the spherical functions belonging to the continuous spectrum 
(4),(5),(7) are not normalizable. A proper mathematical framework for treat­
ing such eigenfunctions is the theory of rigged Hilbert spaces [5]. Consider 
a continuous linear operator К : X  t y with a dense range and for which 
KerK=0. Denote by X. the space X. = кХсX  which becomes a seoarable Hilbert
“Г *r
space itself if a scalar product is defined in it by
< f+ , g + ) + = (K~ l f + '  K_19+) ( * v g +c&+ ) .
Consider the space of continuous antilinear functionals on %+ : St^ (f+) = 
= (9_'f+) = (f+»g_)*? f+6 . The linear space of g_ vectors becomes a ilbert
space, too, if a scalar product is defined in it by (g_,f_)_ = (K+g_,K+f_), 
(g_,f_e#_) where K+ is the adjoint operator. Thus the embedding Х+С#,сХ_ is 
obtained where I/+ is d e n s e  in X(in the topology of %) and % is d e n s e  in %
(in the topology of $,_). The operators К and K+ map onto each other these
spaces according to X. It4-- £_ • The scalar products in and are
defined by pulling back the elements into X  by means of К and К . The point 
is that when X  is restricted to X+ then the space of antilinear functionals 
on X+ ,(g_,f+), becomes lárgér than the original f l / and it is large enough to 
contain the spherical functions of the continuous spectrum. The spherical 
functions are thus viewed as functionals (Ya, f+) on %/+ . The subspace i t + can 
be conceived as a space of test functions for the elements of f j _ .
The eigenvalue equation Аф - of a selfadjoint operator A in 
% ,tp x eDA C & holds whenever (Аф,Фх) = A (q>, Фx) holds for any <р60д . This equation 
can be extended to the vectors for ф€0дП f + / 0 , Acpe^_. This provides a
generalization to those eigenfunctions of the continuous spectrum which are 
elements of the Hilbert space
11
Thus the rigorous meaning of the eigenvalue equations (M2-N2)Y° =
= -(o2+l)Y0 (N.+M9)Y0 = P.Y° (N--M,)Y® = P9Y® is that (A.cp, Y ° ) =PX. (cp,Ya)
P X P 1 P 1 P Z P * P K ?
holds for cpGD, DHDft ГШд 0Da  nf+/ k=0,l,2, where A q = (M -S2) , = N.,+M2 ,
о 1 a2
A2 = N0-M^ and л , X b , Xj are the corresponding eigenvalues.
Define the Fourier components of fe#+ by
c0 (?) = (Y°,f) . (Al)
P
Due to the Plancherel formula this equation can be extended from feK/+ to 
f£&. The expansion of fip) which is the inverse to (Al) has been written in 
[ 1] in the form
With these preliminary notions at hand addition theorems can be obtained 
in the following manner.
Consider a bounded linear operator F: X a with a dense domain Dp .
Here 1L (5L ) is the Hilbert space of the square integrable functions on one of
D + + 2 2 the hyperboloids H = (H+,HQ ,H_) and F maps Ф (pa) -нр (pb),Pa = ?a, pfa = ?b
with 5- and = -1,0,1, independently.
a.  D
Suppose that F commutes with the unitary operator of the left displace­
ment ,
f(p) = o2dad2P c°(P) Y0 (p)* 
J P
which should be understood as
(f,cp) a 2d a d 2P c °  (P) (Y0 ,cp) .
P
[T , F] = 0
where Tg is defined as (Т^ф ) (p) = ф(д ^p). Let, furthermore, F has an integ­
ral representation of the form
(Рф )(pa) = dpbF (Ра,Рь)ф(Рь), (РагРьен,ф(рь)еор)
Then
The domain of F beeing dense, the commutativity [Tg ,F] = О implies F(pa ,gpb) = 
= F(g 1Ра »Р]э) or F (gpa ,gpb) = F (pa,pb) which means that F(pa,pb) is a func­
tion of the scalar product only,
F(Pa'Pb) = f^aPb5-
12
The condition of the boundedness of F is satisfied for pa = pb = 1 provided2 2
dü)lf(chw) |2sh2o> < °°.
Similar conditions can be given for the remaining cases.
It is a consequence of [Tg,F] = О that the operators A^ (k=0,l,2) 
defining the spherical functions commute with F,[Ak ,F] = О in the sense that 
for each <p6 X+
(<p,[A, ,F]Y°) = (cp,A (FY°) - X. (FY°)) = О .
K f K ? K ?
This implies that FY° is also a solution of the eigenvalue equations
A. Yff = A, Ya in the sense of Eq. (Al). It follows from this that 
K P K ?
fdpbf(paPb)Y^(pb) = c+ (a)Y°(pa) + c_(a)Y~°(pa)(FY“) (p ) = 
? a
must hold in a weak sense, again. Then as a consequence of the expansion 
formulas for any cpGD„
(Ftp) (p ) = ff2dad2f(c (o)Y“ (p )+c.(o)Y®(p ))(Y° ф), (рен!) •p ^ p 01 p  ^
Actually, Y° denotes the spherical functions on the hyperboloid. These are
p +symmetric under the change of the sign of a, therefore, c+ (a)+c_(a) = c(a) 
can be put, i.e.
(Ftp) (p )d a2dad2P c(a)Y° (p ) (Y°cp) ? а P (A2)
(cp6Dp , Раен+).
An analogous formula holds for the spherical functions on the cone. It turns 
out that there c+ (o) = 0  and the counterpart to (A2) takes the form
(Fcp) (pa) = o2dod2P c (o)y a (p_) (y^ ,<p) (cpGD_, реН*) .p a p h' а оF' *
Rewrite Eq. (A2) conditionally by omitting Ф (p^) as
2 , Л
(A3)
f(PaPb> = a dad P c(a)Y” (pjYpp,)* ? а P b
Whether or not the integration over I? can or cannot be performed in advance 
and the integration in (Y°,(p) over p^ can be left to the subsequent step 
depends on which spherica? function is concerned. Thus e.g.
[d2? Y°(pjY°(ph)* = 4 -  4 4 - °-^- J ? a $ Ь „2a Sha)
13
holds as is given by Eg.(10) and the integrations with respect to a and 
can be performed subsequently. On the other hand, the integral
d2Py^°(p )y°(p.)* (A4)
P P
does not exist at all. Anyway, the rigorous form of the addition theorems 
as given by Eqs. (A2),(A3) is always valid. Analogous formulas involving 
the single-sheeted hyperboloid can be derived in a similar manner.
There exists, however, a quite different viewpoint for treating the integ­
ral (A4), namely, by considering ya (p) as an ordinary function no matter 
whether or not it is an element of any Hilbert space. It turns out that if 
extending a to the complex domain the integral (A4) aquires a meaning and 
the change of the order of integrations is legitimate. In Sect. II. the addi­
tion theorem is given in its complex form (cf. in particular. Sects. 11.4,5) 
as for practical purposes it seems more useful.
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